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Abstract

Our work consists in presenting the results of an invention for a membrane distillation system coupled to an efficient and robust water solar collector which produces potable water with high quality and a small percentage of brackish discharge independent of salinity of the water source. The air gap membrane distillation (AGMD) model for the modules has been developed. This model is based on mathematical equations that describe the heat and mass transfer mechanisms of a single-stage AGMD process. It can simulate AGMD modules in regimes. The theoretical model was validated using in AGMD under different operating conditions and parameters. The predicted water vapor flux was compared to the flux measured at five different feed water temperatures, two different feed water salinities. The model was then used to study and analyze the parameters that have significant effect on scaling-up the AGMD process such as the effect of increasing the membrane length, and feed and coolant flow rates. The model was also used to analyze the maximum thermal efficiency of the AGMD process.
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Abbreviations: A: area (m²); B: effective absorptivity; Cp: heat capacity (J/kg K); D: diffusion coefficient (m²/s); Fj : objective function; H: height (m); HVIL: heat transfer rate of phase change (J/m²s); h: heat transfer coefficient (W/m²K); I: intensity of solar radiation (W/m²); K: thermal conductivity (W/m K); Kc: proportional gain; Ku: ultimate gain; k: mass transfer coefficient (m/s); L: length (m); M: mass (kg); Mw: molecular weight of water (kg/kmol); mf: fluid flowrate (kg/s); mc: fluid collector flowrate (kg/s); N: Mass flux (kmol/m²s); OP: controller output; P: pressure (Pa); Q: heat transfer rate (J/s); QN: sensible heat transfer rate (J/s); R: gas constant (J/kmol K); S: collector absorber surface area (m²); Si: stream number i; T: temperature (K); U: overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger (W/m²K); U: overall heat loss coefficient between the collector absorber and the surroundings (W/m²K); W: width (m); DH: heat of vaporization (J/kmol); D: thickness (m); e: membrane porosity; m: viscosity (kg/m s); r: density (kg/m³); s: membrane tortuosity; t: integral time (s); su: ultimate period (s); T: liquid; G: gas; Sat: saturated; AG: air gap; A: Ambient ; Air: air ; Avg: average; c: solar collector; CL: cold liquid; CONL: condensate liquid; F: condensing film surface in the air gap; F: circulation fluid in the solar collector; ft: circulation fluid between the coil and the heat exchanger; fs: circulation fluid between the internal coil and the solar; Tf: fluid temperature (K); Tc: collector temperature (K); GM: gas in the membrane; HL: hot liquid; MD: membrane module; MEM: membrane; MET: metal; Nu: Nusselt number; Pr: Prandtl number; Re: Reynolds number; T: total; w: water; wa: waterair.

Introduction

Membrane distillation is a separation process that involves transport of water vapour through porous hydrophobic membranes. A variety of methods may be employed to impose this vapour pressure difference. In the present work, the air gap membrane distillation method (AGMD) is considered. The principal advantage of AGMD against other configurations of membrane distillation arises from the possibility to condensing the permeate vapours on a cold surface rather than directly in a cold liquid. In this configuration, the mass transfer steps involve movement within the liquid feed toward the membrane surface, evaporation at the membrane interface and transport of the vapour through the membrane pores and air gap prior to condensation. So, the separation mechanism of membrane distillation and its performance is based on vapour-liquid equilibrium. The driving force of the process is supplied by the vapour pressure difference caused by the existing temperature difference between the liquid-vapour interfaces. The benefits of membrane distillation over conventional distillation processes are found in the lower operating temperatures and pressures that reduce the equipment surface and costs, the compact modules and the possibility of overcoming corrosion problems by using plastic equipment. The lower operating temperatures can use available energy sources such as solar and geothermal energies or waste energy in industrial processes. That is why transmembrane evaporation applied to the desalination of seawater is a very promising technology to reduce the production costs of water from fresh water sources [1] (lakes, solar pond, etc.). However, at this moment little knowledge is available about the...
optimal design of such a transmembrane evaporation process. In fact, the coupling and non-linearity of the equations, the interaction between the flow and the thermal plume in the cavity and the complicated geometries involved have forced experimental solutions. So, the evident lack of data for thermal and dynamic interactions in natural convection within the cavity prompted the present study. This work presents a model for preliminary design calculations that is used to evaluate the effect of the main design parameters in the transmembrane evaporation module performance for water desalination. Developing mathematical models for prediction of membrane separation processes is an important tool in the field of membrane science and technology. The models play a meaningful role in simulation and optimization of membrane systems leading to efficient and economical designs of separation processes [1–3]. This paper presents the modeling of phenomena (mass and heat transfers) and the experimental and simulated results of the parametric study of an installation of type PTFE on the pilot scale (500 L) is shown in Figure 1.

Materials and Methods

The different desalination methods

Figure 2 illustrates the desalination techniques classified in two broad categories: membrane processes and thermal processes. The processes acting on the chemical bonds and processes are being performed by phase change. A method for separating salt water desalination in two parts: fresh water containing a low concentration of dissolved salts and concentrate brine. This process is energy-consuming various desalination techniques have been implemented over the years on the basis of the available energy [4,5].

Principles of MD: MD is a thermal process in which water vapor is transported through a hydrophobic porous membrane. The liquid phase to be treated must be kept in contact with one face of the membrane without penetrating the pores unless the transmembrane pressure is greater than the inlet pressure. The hydrophobicity of the membrane prevents the liquid entering the pores due to the surface tension. Thus, liquid/vapor interfaces are created in the vicinity of the pores.

Different configurations of MD

Direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD): A colder aqueous solution than the feed solution is maintained in direct contact with the permeate membrane (Figure 3). In this case, the transmembrane temperature difference induces a vapor pressure difference. Consequently, the volatile molecules evaporate at the liquid / vapor interface of the feed and condensate at the liquid / vapor interface of the colder permeate.
Sweep gas membrane distillation (SGMD): In Figure 5 is presenting cold procedure side of membrane swept air in order to carry away the transferred steam. An inert cold gas sweeps the membrane on the side of the permeate carrying with it the vaporized molecules. The condensation then takes place outside the membrane module.

Vacuum membrane distillation (VMD): The Figure 6 shows a vacuum is applied to the permeate side by means of a vacuum pump. The applied vacuum pressure is less than the saturating vapor pressure of the volatile molecules to be separated. In this case, the condensation of the molecules takes place outside the membrane module.

Modeling of the membrane distillation unit

The 1-D model for individual AGMD is formulated and resolved numerically on the platform, where the membrane module can be developed via a graphical interface and the model components are linked and solved in an installation on the equations (Figure 7). The specifications of the components analyzed in this study are defined in Table 1 and by the following equations (4,5,10,11).

The 1-D AGMD mathematical model developed was for flat sheet membranes typically used in commercial MD pilot units. The model is based on dividing the AGMD module longitudinally into small elements. Within each element, different zones exist where significant mass and energy exchange occurs along the boundaries of these zones. As depicted in Figure 8, the zones, in order from left to right, are as follows:

- The hot fluid channel
- The polymeric membrane layer
- The air gap space
- The condensate film on the cooling plate
- The cooling plate sheet
- The cold fluid channel

In Figure 9, it is assumed that flow direction, \( x \), is the same as that of...
of the hot feed flow, and each small element is assumed to have a length of \( dx \) and a constant width \( W \). Moreover, the mathematical model calculations were simplified according to the following assumptions:

- The system is at steady state condition.
- The hot and cold fluids are assumed to flow in the \( x \) direction only.
- The pressure inside the air gap is constant (no pressure drop along the air gap zone).
- The condensation on the cooling plate is film-wise and the thickness of the falling film inside the air gap is small in comparison with the width of the air gap.
- Within the air gap, there is no bulk velocity of the air-vapor mixture. Heat is transferred by conduction while mass is transferred through diffusion.
- Pure water vapor is only transported through membrane pores.
- There is no heat being exchanged with the surrounding.

The main components are the solar collector and the MD module, but you can add a heat exchanger with a slack storage if we will work day and night. The MD module is featured with a design of energy [4-6] recovery. The System’s performance is determined by the profiles of solar radiation, the design of individual system components, component integration, the business model and the control strategy.

Modeling and control methods of solar desalination, Ben Bacha et al. [7] and Roca et al. [8] presented studies for a solar cycle system condensation and evaporation multiple hybrid fossil fuel powered solar distillation system, respectively. Both groups have developed reduced process for integrating their control algorithms proposed on the basis of linear technology control and feedback linearization technique, models respectively. Due to the intermittent and unpredictable nature of solar radiation, the steady state operation of the solar desalination process is not easy to achieve and the application of modern control algorithms is difficult. The purpose of this study is to develop a dynamic model including models for key components, and the latter to investigate the overall system optimization. The model is built on platform [9], which allows the analysis and control system design.

The hot fluid and hot fluid is against the current. For simplicity, seawater is used, along with hot and cold fluids in the model [10,11]. The purpose of this study is to investigate the optimization and control of the entire system, this simplification will not cause significant differences in the test results. The mass transfers resistance of the hot fluid side which is insignificant in a previous analysis [12] to the hollow fiber module. Transferring the mass flow is determined by taking into account the mass transfer resistance in the gap and membrane. However, the heat transfer resistance of the whole layers is taken into account. Mass and energy flows for all layers, including the hot fluid, the membrane gap, a cold fluid and metal sheet are illustrated in Figure 10, the model equations are summarized below.

The mass balances:

\[
\frac{dm_{f,HL}}{dz} = -N_{GM,w}L^wM_w
\]  
\( (1) \)

\[
\frac{dm_{f,CONL}}{dz} = -N_{AG,w}L^{MD}M_w
\]  
\( (2) \)

\[
N_{GM,w} = N_{AG,w}.
\]  
\( (3) \)

Balancing the energy:

\[
\frac{\partial T_{HL}}{\partial z} = -W_{MD}\begin{pmatrix}
m_{f,HL} \frac{\partial T_{HL}}{\partial z} \\
M_{HL} \frac{\partial T_{HL}}{\partial z} \\
 m_{f,HL} \frac{\partial T_{HL}}{\partial z} \\
L_{HL} \frac{\partial T_{HL}}{\partial z}
\end{pmatrix}
\]  
\( (4) \)

\[
\frac{\partial T_{CL}}{\partial z} = -W_{MD}\begin{pmatrix}
m_{f,CL} \frac{\partial T_{CL}}{\partial z} \\
M_{CL} \frac{\partial T_{CL}}{\partial z} \\
 m_{f,CL} \frac{\partial T_{CL}}{\partial z} \\
L_{CL} \frac{\partial T_{CL}}{\partial z}
\end{pmatrix}
\]  
\( (5) \)

\[
Q_{HL} + Q_{N,HL} - H_{VL,HL} = Q_{GM} + Q_{N,GM}
\]  
\( (6) \)

\[
Q_{GM} + Q_{N,GM} = Q_{AG} + Q_{N,AG}
\]  
\( (7) \)

\[
Q_{AG} + Q_{N,AG} + H_{YL,AG} = Q_{CONL} + Q_{N,CONL}
\]  
\( (8) \)

\[
Q_{MET} = Q_{CONL} + Q_{N,CONL}
\]  
\( (9) \)

\[
Q_{MET} = Q_{CL}.
\]  
\( (10) \)

Mass fluxes:

\[
N_{GM,w} = \frac{k_{GM,w}}{RT_{GM,\text{arg}}}
\left( p_{\text{sat}}^{GM(1),w} - p_{\text{sat}}^{AG(1),w} \right)
\]  
\( (11) \)

\[
N_{AG,w} = \frac{k_{GM,w}}{RT_{\text{arg}}p_{\text{in,air}}^{AG} \delta_{AG}}
\left( p_{\text{sat}}^{AG(1),w} - p_{\text{sat}}^{F(1),w} \right).
\]  
\( (12) \)

Heat fluxes:

\[
Q_{HL} = h_{HL} \left( T_{HL} - T_{GM(1)} \right)
\]  
\( (13) \)
\[ Q_{GM} = [\varepsilon h_{GM} + (1 - \varepsilon)h_{MEM}] (T_{GM(1)} - T_{GM(2)}) \] (14)

\[ Q_{AG} + Q_{N,AG} = h_{AG} \frac{\theta}{\varepsilon} (T_{GM(2)} - T_F) \] (15)

Avec \[ = \frac{NCp}{h} \]

\[ Q_{CONL} = h_{CONL} (T_F - T_{MET(1)}) \] (16)

\[ Q_{MET} = h_{MET} (T_{MET(1)} - T_{MET(2)}) \] (17)

\[ Q_{CL} = h_{CL} (T_{MET(2)} - T_{CL}) \] (18)

\[ Q_{N,HL} = N_{GM} \cdot C_{p,w} (T_{HL} - T_{GM(1)}) \] (19)

\[ Q_{N,GM} = N_{GM} \cdot C_{p,w} (T_{GM(1)} - T_{GM(2)}) \] (20)

\[ Q_{N,CONL} = N_{AG} \cdot C_{p,w} (T_F - T_{MET(1)}) \] (21)

\[ H_{VL,HL} = H_{GM,w} \Delta H_{vap,w} \] (22)

\[ H_{VL,AG} = H_{AG,w} \Delta H_{vap,w} \] (23)

The heat transfer coefficients for hot and cold fluid sides are estimated using the correlations reported by Schock and Miquel for the module flat plate wound membrane.

\[ \text{Nu} = 0.065 \text{Re}^{0.875} \text{Pr}^{0.25} \] (24)

For the condensing heat transfer to the film, the following relationship is employed [13]:

\[ h_{CONL} = 0.943 \left( \frac{\rho^l_{w} \rho^w_{vac} \beta_{w} \beta_{vac} \kappa_{w} \kappa_{vac}}{L_{MD} \rho_{w} (T_{CONL} - T_{MET})} \right) \] (25)

**Results and Discussion**

**Simulation for membrane distillation unit**

**Model validation at different operating parameters:** The first set of experiments was conducted to test the reproducibility and to determine the experimental errors. The measured water vapor flux at different feed water temperatures was repeatable and the variation in flux was a maximum of ±0.12 kg/m²·hr (2%). The mathematical model results were then validated against different experimental data (Figure 11a and 11b).

Using AGMD model, effects of heat and mass of the membrane and the air gap are studied by varying the heat transfer coefficients and
The error of our measurements to the gap width was about ±0.5 mm. A reduction in air gap width results in higher production capacity and higher errors. These errors are more significant when the feed temperatures.

To validate the model further we replaced the deionized water (feed) with Red Sea water to see how the model predicts the water vapor flux for a seawater salinity of 4.2 wt%. The distillate conductivity was always below 20 µS. As shown in Figure 14 the predicted water vapor flux was also within the range of experimental error.

The effect of air gap width was also investigated. As shown in Figure 15 the model predicted decay in flux as the air gap increased. However, the model predictions for water vapor flux at different air gap widths was not as good as were the predictions for variations in feed temperature. Analysis of the results showed that the water vapor flux was very sensitive to the change of air gap width, especially when it is very small. A reduction in air gap width results in higher production capacity and higher errors. These errors are more significant when the air gap width is very small. Therefore, any small error in measuring the gap width (i.e., by 0.1 mm) will affect the water vapor flux significantly. The error of our measurements to the gap width was about ± 0.5 mm. Our investigation showed that this was due to the deformation of the parafilm tape used in sealing the module. Further experimental tests with a modified module are required in the future to better evaluate the model prediction at small air gap width.

Finally, the model was validated against experimental data using different membrane pore sizes. The model prediction was good enough (±10%), although it didn’t predict well the data (15%) at feed temperature of 70°C for the 0.45 µm membrane (Figure 16). In this region the flux is increasing significantly as feed temperature is increased, so variations in the inlet temperature will have a larger effect on the measured flux compared to measurements at lower feed temperatures, and the error of 15% appears reasonable.

**SEM images and membrane properties**

The SEM observation indicated that the PDFE membrane (Table 1) studied is characterized by a foam structure and is symmetrical. Some
differences in pore size occurred only on the outer surface (Figure 17). The maximum pore size observed on the inner membrane surface did not exceed a few microns.

Mass transfer in the MD process is diffuse. Therefore, the permeate flux is strongly affected by the wall thickness of the membrane and the pore diameter. The results of the study confirmed that the type of membrane used has a significant influence on the efficiency of the MD process (Figure 15).

Given the membranes with similar wall thickness, a higher flux was obtained, having a larger pore size in a membrane. Molecular diffusion and Knudsen influence mass transfer in the MD process, therefore, the permeate flux increases with an increase in pore diameter.

**Conclusion**

The mathematical model of a membrane module was developed from mass equations and heat transfer. The model calculations were based on the division of the AGMD module in different longitudinal areas. Normal for these areas of the module was cut into small cells. The mass and energy equation were applied to these slices and resolved by iterative procedures. The model has been validated under different conditions such as water temperatures, nutrition salinity, membrane pore sizes, and gap widths.

The model used in the analysis of complex and interdependent AGMD processes, which are essential elements for the extension of processes. The current analysis of the residence time in the indoor module AGMD is very important for the extension of processes because it has a direct effect on the process flow and its thermal efficiency. The flux decreases as the length of the membrane increases and increases with flow rate.

In addition, the efficiency of the process increases so that the surface of the membrane that increases the AGMD processes to operate at low temperature difference across the membrane. The effect of the type of flow is more visible with the variations of the flow rates than with the variation of the temperature of supply of the hot fluid. This effect disappears when the thickness of the air gap is high. The maximum permeate flux obtained was 7.4 kg/m²h with a fluid temperature of 80°C, air gap of 1.04 mm and hot and cold flow rates of 5 l/min. This work reveals that even at the low hot fluid supply temperature of 25°C, the AGMD configuration is capable of producing desalinated water. This aspect of the process may be useful in coupling with low temperature heat sources.

The membrane was then characterized by the SEM and FTIR technique to locate the presence of salt on the membrane.

Other tests will be carried out soon on the long-term use and the clogging effect of the membrane which is the main lock to the development of this kind of desalination technique.
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